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Abstract. A local kernel based interpolation scheme for computing oscillatory integrals is presen-
ted. David levin [17] transformed the integration problem into a systems of ODEs/PDEs and sug-
gested collocation methods for solving the resultant ODEs/PDEs numerically. We extended the
approach of David Levin and propose a local kernel based interpolation scheme for solving the
resultant ODEs/PDEs. The proposed numerical scheme is capable of computing the oscillatory
integrals for large data points in the domain of integrations.
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1. INTRODUCTION
In this section, we describe a local meshless method for integrals of the form
I D
Z
D
f .x/eiq.x/dx; (1.1)
where f is non oscillatory,D is a finite interval Œa;b in one-dimensional case xD x
and jq0.x/j  .b a/ 1, while a rectangle Œa;b Œc;d  in two-dimensional case
xD .x;y/ and qx.x;y/ .b a/ 1 and qy.x;y/ .d   c/ 1. The function q.x/
is called the oscillator of (1.1). If we write q.x/ D !g.x/ intuitively, the value I
of the integral will decreases with the increment in frequency parameter !, because
increasing integral oscillations cancel out.
The standard integration technique are unable to compute highly oscillatory integ-
rals, when the frequency is significantly larger than the number of quadrature points.
Many integration techniques have been developed for computing highly oscillatory
integrals. [4, 7, 11–14, 17, 18, 20, 21]. Highly oscillatory integral (1.1) occurs in a
wide range of practical problems and applications ranging from celestial mechanics
to nonlinear optics, plasma transport, fluid dynamics, Schrodinger spectra, compu-
terized tomography [13]. The methods developed in [2, 7, 18] for evaluating rapidly
oscillatory integrals are applicable to any integral of the form (1.1) and performed
very well when q0 DW a constant frequency. For varying frequency q0 David levin
c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[17] has shown that if the function f is of the form
Lp.x/ p0.x/C iq0.x/p.x/D f .x/; a  x  b; (1.2)
then the integral could be evaluated directly as
I D
Z b
a
d
dx
.p.x/eiq.x//dx D p.b/eiq.b/ p.a/eiq.a/; (1.3)
and for the two-dimensional case the formulations in equations (1.2)-(1.3) are given
as
Lp.x;y/ pxyC iqypxC iqxpyC .iqxy  qxqy/p D f .x;y/; (1.4)
and the integral could readily be obtained as
I D
Z b
a
Z d
c
@2
@x@y
.peiq/dxdy (1.5)
D p.b;d/eiq.b;d/ p.a;d/eiq.a;d/ p.b;c/eiq.b;c/Cp.a;c/eiq.a;c/:
The general solution of this equation is so that in general is as oscillatory as the
integrand in (1.1). If the functions f and q0 are slowly oscillatory, then there also
exists a slowly oscillatory solution p0 of (1.2) [17]. By looking for this p0 we avoid
all the difficulties caused by the rapid oscillations. Writing the general solution of
(1.1) in the form
p.x/D p0.x/C ce iq.x/; (1.6)
and using (1.3) we get
I D p0.b/eiq.b/ p0.a/eiq.a/: (1.7)
Therefore, p0.a/ and p0.b/ are actually all we need. A problem arises since we do
not have any initial condition for p0. Furthermore, even if p0.a/ were known, any
forward integration scheme for (1.2) will develop high oscillations due to round-off
errors. However, the rapidly oscillatory homogeneous solution ce iq.x/ can be ex-
cluded automatically by solving (1.2) by collocation using slowly oscillatory basis
functions. By this method p0 is singled out without specifying any boundary condi-
tions.
Theorem 1. If f and q are slowly oscillatory and jq0.x/j 1 then the differential
equationLp.x/p0.x/Ciq0.x/p.x/D f .x/, has a particular solution p0 which is
slowly oscillatory in comparison with the rapidly oscillatory homogeneous solution
eiq .
The resultant system of ODEs/PDEs recovered in the Levin method can be ap-
proximated by using suitable interpolation technique with carefully selected basis
functions. To avoid the difficulties of large linear systems, we could divide the do-
main of integration, or we could use some compactly supported basis in the interpol-
ation technique. An other way to use some localized interpolation technique. In the
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present study we construct a local kernel based interpolation scheme for approximat-
ing highly oscillatory integrals.
2. COLLOCATION WITH KERNEL BASIS FUNCTION
A collocation with radial kernels (RBFs) of multivariate data points xk;kD 1; :::;N
2˝ takes the form
p.x/D
nX
kD1
k.kx xkk/: (2.1)
Here k  k denotes the standard Euclidean vector norm, ".r/ is some radial kernel,
where the entries of the system matrix A are Ai;j D .kxi  xj k/; i D 1; :::;N;j D
1; :::;N: Similarly the kernel basis interpolant of the function f .x/ in the David Levin
method is defined as
Lp.x/D
NX
jD1
j
0.kx xj k/C i!q0.x/
NX
jD1
j.kx xj k/; j D 1; :::;N: (2.2)
The coefficients k are determined in such a way that Lp.xj /D f .xj / at interpola-
tion nodes x1; :::;xN 2˝, we have
B˘D f: (2.3)
Computing the above linear system at the evaluations points x1; :::;xM 2 ˝, the
solution p.x/ is given as
pDMB 1fDWf: (2.4)
The approximation to the integrals (1.3) and (1.5) are
IN D p.b/eiq.b/ p.a/eiq.a/; (2.5)
and
IN D p.b;d/eiq.b;d/ p.a;d/eiq.a;d/ p.b;c/eiq.b;c/Cp.a;c/eiq.a;c/; (2.6)
respectively. In this Kansa’s global approach [15] the differentiation matrix W is
full dense, and is very hard to solve the above linear system, when the data points
increases, especially in multi-dimensions.
3. LOCAL KERNEL BASIS FUNCTION INTERPOLATION
Here we construct a local variant of Kansa’s method for solving the ODEs/PDEs
in David Levin method. The present approximation scheme is based on the local
methods in [31]. For a given set of interpolation nodes x1; :::;xN ;2˝, these nodes
can be chosen any where in the domain. In the present interpolation scheme at a
given node xi 2˝, the local interpolant takes the form
p.xi /D
nX
jD1
j.kxi  xj k/; xj 2˝i ˝; (3.1)
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where ˝i is a small local domain contains the n neighboring nodes corresponding
to the nodes xi . Hence to each local domain ˝i ; i D 1; :::;N 2˝, the N number of
nn linear systems,
pi D Ai ˘i ; i D 1; :::;N: (3.2)
The entries of the matrix Ai are ai
kj
D .kxk  xj k/, xk;xj 2˝i , i D 1; :::;N . The
matrix Ai is called local interpolation matrix, and each system have to be solved for
the expansion coefficients.
Now to approximate Lp.x/, where L is a linear differential operator, we have
Lp.xi /D
nX
jD1
jL.kxi  xj k/; xj 2˝i ˝: (3.3)
We write equation (3.3) as a dot product of two vectors, as
Lp.xi /D vi  ˘i; vi DL.kxi  xj k/; xj 2˝i : (3.4)
The expansion coefficients from (3.3) is substituted in (3.4), we get
Lp.xi /D vi .Ai / 1pi D wipi ; (3.5)
where,
wi D vi .Ai / 1; (3.6)
is the weight corresponding to center xi . Hence for all centers locations, we have
Lp DWp; (3.7)
consequently, the local interplant of the function f is
LpDWpD f: (3.8)
The solution p
pDW 1f: (3.9)
Here the differentiation matrix W is sparse, each row of the matrix W contains n
non-zeros elements and N-n zeros elements, where n is the number of elements in
the local domain ˝i .
3.1. Choosing a good value of shape parameter
In our local scheme, we used the multiquadrics, ".r/ D
p
1C ."r/2, as well as
the Gaussian kernel ".r/D e "2r2 , as the basis functions in our local interpolant. As
usual these kernel functions contain a parameter " and the solution accuracy greatly
depends on this parameter. In the literature a variety of algorithm are available for
choosing good value of shape parameters [6,9,10,23,27,29,30]. In our computation
we used the following algorithm based on the uncertainty principle [24] related to the
kernel based interpolation theory for choosing good value of parameter.
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Algorithm
 D 1
1013 <  < 1015
while  < min and  > max
L;S;UD svd.Ai /
 Dmax.D/=min.D/
if  < min; "D "  ı"
if  > max; "D "C ı"
" .good/D ".
Here svd is the singular value decomposition of the interpolation matrix Ai . L, U
are nn orthogonal matrices and D is nn diagonal matrix contains the n singular
values of Ai , and  D max.D/=min.D/ is the condition number of the matrix Ai .
The good value of shape parameter is obtained from the above algorithm, then the
svd is used to compute .Ai / 1 D .LSUT/ 1 D US 1LT (see [5]).
Theorem 2. If ˚.r/D .pr/ is completely monotone but not constant on Œ0;1/,
then for any points xk in Rd , the system matrix A in the kernel interpolation is
positive definite.
Definition 1. A function ˚.r/ is completely monotone on Œ0;1/, if
(1) ˚.r/ 2 C Œ0;1/.
(2) ˚.r/ 2 C1Œ0;1/.
(3) . 1/k dk
drk
˚.r/ 0; for r > 0 and k D 0;1;2; ::::
Theorem 3. If .r/ 2 C Œ0;1/ with .0/ > 0 and ./ < 0 for some  > 0, then
there is an upper limit on the dimension d for which the interpolation problem is
nonsingular for all points distributions.
Various choices of radial kernels have been used in the literature. The existence
and uniqueness of the interpolants p.x/ have been discussed in the literature [1, 19,
22] for the radial kernels listed in Table 1.
Lemma 1 ([32]). Suppose q.x/ is real-valued and smooth in .a;b/, and that
qk.x/ 1 for all x 2 .a;b/ for a fixed value of k. Thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z b
a
ei!q.x/
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ c.k/=!1=k; (3.10)
holds when (i) k  2, or (ii) k D 1 and q0.x/ is monotonic. The bound c.k/ is
independent of q.x/ and !, c.k/D 5 2k 1 2.
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TABLE 1. Various types of finitely and infinitely smooth radial basis functions.
Duchon spline .r/=r2k logr;k 2N,
Wendland .r/=.1  r/kCp.r/,
p is a polynomial, k 2N
Matern .r/=2
1 
  ./
rK.r/; > 0
Gaussian (GA) .r/=e ."r/2
Multiquadric (MQ) .r/=.1C ."r/2/1=2
Generalized multiquadric (GMQ) .r/=.1C ."r/2/=2;  ¤ 0
FIGURE 1. Plots of MQ and GA radial basis functions in the do-
main Œ 5;5, with shape parameter "D 0:5
Lemma 2 ([32]). Under the assumption on q.x/ in Lemma 3.3, thenˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z b
a
ei!q.x/g.x/dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ c.k/=!1=k
 
jg.b/jC
Z b
a
jg0.x/jdx
!
: (3.11)
Theorem 4. Suppose that f .x/ and q.x/ are suitably smooth and q0.x/¤ 0 for
all x in Œa;b. Then the quadrature (1.3) at arbitrary interpolation nodes x1; :::;xN
satisfies
E D jI  IN j  3.N C1/kF
N .x/k1.b a/N
!NŠ
; (3.12)
where F.x/D f .x/ Lp.x/.
Proof. Let Lp.x/ be the radial kernel interpolant of the function f .x/ defined by
Lp.x/D
NX
jD1
j
0.kx xj k/C i!q0.x/
NX
jD1
j.kx xj k/; j D 1; :::;N; (3.13)
where the interpolation nodes x1; :::;xN 2 Œa;b, then
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E D jI  IN j D
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z b
a
.f .x/ Lp.x//ei!q.x/dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇD
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z b
a
F.x/ei!q.x/dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ ; (3.14)
where, F.x/ D f .x/ Lp.x/ satisfy the interpolation condition F.xj / D 0;j D
1; :::;N . So there exist xj 2 .xj ;xjC1/, such that F 0.xj /D 0; j D 1; :::;N  1. Then
F.x/ and F 0.x/ are represented by Lagrange interpolating polynomials
F.x/D F
N .1/
N Š
NY
jD1
.x xj / (3.15)
and
F 0.x/D F
N .2/
.N  1/Š
N 1Y
jD1
.x xj / (3.16)
for some 1; 2 2 Œa;b, then for k D 1, c.k/D 3
E D jI  IN j D
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z b
a
.f .x/ Lp.x//ei!q.x/dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇD
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
Z b
a
F.x/ei!q.x/dx
ˇˇˇˇ
ˇ
 c.k/=!1=k
 
jF.b/jC
Z b
a
jF 0.x/jdx
!
 3.N C1/.b a/
N kFN .x/k1
!NŠ
: (3.17)
Various types of radial kernels contain a shape parameter " in the form "D ."r/.
This types of basis function " becomes increasingly flat when " is very small. In
such a case we have good approximation properties for both interpolation problems
and solving elliptic partial differential equations (see [8, 16, 25] ). However the con-
dition number of the system matrix A is, quite large when " is very small (see [26]).
This conflict situation is known as uncertainty principle [24]. This uncertainty prin-
ciple holds only if the direct approach uses the system matrix A to compute the ex-
pansion coefficients ˘. It was investigated in [3] that, for infinitely smooth basic
functions .k:k/, such as multiquadrics the limit as "! 0, limiting interpolants of-
ten exist and take the form of polynomials. In the 1-D case, it is proved in [3] that
with simple conditions on the basis function, the radial kernels interpolants converge
to the Lagrange interpolating polynomial. In 2-D case, the limiting behavior of the
kernel based interpolants as "! 0 to be a multivariate polynomial [28].
Under the assumption that when "! 0, the kernel based interpolant Lp.x// con-
verges to the Lagrange interpolating polynomial. In other words .Lp.x//N  0,
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which imply kFN .x/k1 D kf N .x/k1, and from (3.17) we have,
E D jI  IN j  3.N C1/.b a/
N kf N .x/k1
!NŠ
: (3.18)
4. APPLICATION OF THE METHOD AND NUMERICAL EXPERIMENTS
In this section, the proposed method is applied to check the accuracy and validity
of the present method for computing the oscillatory integrals.
Problem 1: Here we consider the integrals of the form
I D
Z 1
0
sinx ei!.xCCx2/dx; and J D
Z 200
100
.1C lnx/ ei.x lnx/dx: (4.1)
We compute the integrals I and J by the present method using two types of radial
kernels, the multiquadric and the Gaussian. The results are compared with Romberg
integration technique and with the Levin method [17] (see Tables 2-4). The good
accuracy over the Romberg integration technique is achieved. The results of the
present method is also well agreed with method of Levin. The error bound developed
for the present scheme is tested, and the good agreement between the actual error and
the error bound is observed.
TABLE 2. Exact value of the real part of the integral
I=
R 1
0 sinx e
i!.xCCx2/dx= 4.59859e-004, when ! D 500; C D 1,
Problem 4.1.
N L method (MQ) L method (GA) RI Levin method [17]
5 I 4.5793e-004 8.1457e-004 3.04379076e-002 4.60098e-004
10 I 5.8445e-005 1.5156e-004 2.81033592e-003 4.59863e-004
TABLE 3. Absolute error and the error bound (3.17),
I=
R 1
0 sinx e
i!.xCCx2/dx, when C D 1, Problem 4.1.
! 10 102 103 104
jI  IN j 8.1902e-002 5.9239e-003 5.1740e-004 9.8644e-005
Error bound(N=5) 1.5000e-002 1.5000e-003 1.5000e-004 1.5000e-005
"(MQ) 0.0300 0.0300 0.0300 0.0300
 3.2626e+016 3.2626e+016 3.2626e+016 3.2626e+016
Problem 2: Here we consider the integral of the form
I D
Z 1
0
Z 1
0
cos.xCy/ ei!.xCyCC.x2Cy2//dx; (4.2)
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TABLE 4. Exact value of the real part of the integral J=
R 200
100 .1C
lnx/ ei.x lnx/dx= -1.77429e+00, when ! D 1, Problem 4.1.
N,n L method (MQ) L method (GA)
500,70 I -1.5377e+000 -1.3643e+000
 2.006854 2.081579
We compute the integral for N D 25 equally spaced nodes in the domain of integra-
tion Œ0;1 Œ0;1, and nD 8 nodes in each local domain ˝i , for the choice ! D 100
and C D 1. We used two radial kernels the multiquadric and the Gaussian. The
results of the present method are well agreed with the results of the Levin method
[17].
TABLE 5. Exact value of the real part of the integral I= -6.92072e-
009 Œ0;12, ! D 104; C D 1, corresponding to Problem 4.2.
N,n L method (MQ) L method (GA) Levin method [17]
25,8 I -7.2313e-008 -7.5778e-009 -6.9208e-009
0 5 10 15 20 25
0
5
10
15
20
25
nz = 200
FIGURE 2. Sparsity of the differentiation matrix W in Problem 4.2,
where out of 625 entries only 200 are non zeros and the rest are
zeros.
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5. CONCLUSIONS
In this work the local kernel based interpolation scheme in constructed for evaluat-
ing the oscillatory integrals. The error bound of the present scheme is also developed.
The proposed scheme is based on the work of [17, 31]. The differentiation matrices
in the proposed kernel based method are sparse in nature. Most of the interpolation
schemes including Levin method [17] faces problems for large number of nodes in
the domain of integration due to the dense interpolation matrices. The current numer-
ical scheme is capable of handling thousand of nodes in the domain of integration. In
fact we are solving small size interpolation problems of size nN corresponding to
each domain ˝i .
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